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FOUNDATION
FAILURE
CAUSES OF FOUNDATION FAILURE

SIGNS OF FOUNDATION FAILURE
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01 / EVAPORATION
Hot dry wind and intense heat will often cause
the soil to shrink beneath the foundation.
This settlement may cause cracks to appear
throughout the structure.
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05 / INFERIOR FOUNDATION
CONSTRUCTION
Insufﬁcient steel and inferior concrete will
contribute to movement in the slab.

06 / INFERIOR GROUND PREPARATION
02 / TRANSPIRATION
Tree roots may desiccate the soil beneath a home
causing the soil to shrink and the home to settle.

03 / PLUMBING LEAKS
Water from plumbing leaks is often a cause of
foundation problems.

04 / DRAINAGE
Improper drainage is one of the leading causes
of foundation failure. Excess moisture will
erode or consolidate soils and cause settlement.

Soft, low density soils and/or improperly
compacted soil beneath a home is the leading
cause of foundation failure. Cut and ﬁll situations
should be properly prepared before the soil is
ready to support a structure.

07 / POOR SOIL CONDITIONS
Poor soil and its expansion and/or contraction
contribute to foundation failure.
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INSIDE

OUTSIDE

GARAGE

BASEMENT

Signs on the inside of
the house that indicate
foundation problems
may include:

Signs on the outside of
the house that indicate
foundation problems
may include:

Signs in the garage that
indicate foundation
problems may include:

Signs in the basement
that indicate
foundation problems
may include:

01 / Doors and
windows that are
misaligned

06 / Cracks in the brick

10 / Separation from
door

02 / Cracks in the
sheetrock
03 / Doors and
windows that are
sticking
04 / Sloping of the ﬂoor

07 / Gaps around
the doors and
windows
08 / Cracks in the
foundation

11 / Wall rotating out
12 / Cracked brick

13 / Walls leaning in
or out
14 / Cracks in the wall
15 / Water intrusion

09 / Fascia board
pulling away

05 / Cracks in the ﬂoor
or tile

RAM JACK® EMPLOYS SKILLED AND RELIABLE
TECHNICIANS THAT GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME 01

SYSTEM
FEATURES
RAM JACK’S UNIQUE PILE FEATURES

SUPERIORITY OF RAM JACK SOLUTIONS
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COMPARE SOME OF THE UNIQUE FEATURES FOR INSTALLING
RAM JACK DEEP DRIVEN STEEL PILES
01 / DRIVING HEAD
The Ram Jack® driving head delivers
rapid power to long sections of piling for
a faster installation and a stronger pile.
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02 / HYDRAULIC RAMS
Have over 70,000 lbs. of driving force
available to deliver to the Ram Jack
pile column .
03 / BRACKET
The Ram Jack bracket has been tested in
excess of 100,000 lbs. of force.
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04 / GUIDE SLEEVE
The extended guide sleeve loads the
piling vertically and riﬂes the piling as it
advanced to load-bearing strata.

05 / STEEL PILE
The Ram Jack Steel Pile material has been
tested and speciﬁcally selected
for its unusually high quality to resist
bending and buckling. Tensile tests
average 150,000 lbs.
06 / PILE CONNECTOR
The 10” pile connector is composed of a
smaller diameter section of the same high
quality tubing and is crimped into one
end of each pile section. The connector is
a slip joint into the next pile section.
07 / EXPANSION RING
This ring expands the soil away from
the piling to reduce friction during
the driving process for maximum
penetration through unstable soil.
08 / SOIL PLUG
Creates a solid base for the lead pile
section to bear on ﬁrm strata.

DEEP DRIVEN STEEL PILES

MULTIPLE LIFTING POINTS

01 / Less disturbance to your landscape

A carefully controlled lift is achieved
using hydraulic rams (maximum vertical
recovery is applied to achieve improved
horizontal alignment). Limitations for
complete recovery may exist depending
upon the structure.

02 / Work completed more quickly
03 / Proven the most reliable system on the market
04 / Patented Ram Jack System - No one else
comes close.
05 / Environmentally friendly thermoset
plastic coating.

RAM JACK PATENTS

#4673315, #4911580,
#5722798, #5951206

RAM JACK® MAKES MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE
TO BEST FIT YOUR FOUNDATION REPAIR NEEDS
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HELICAL
ANCHORS

HELICAL PILES WITH PATENTED
THREADED CONNECTION

EXCLUSIVE PATENTED TECHNOLOGIES
FOR FOUNDATION SOLUTIONS

1

THREADED
CONNECTION
Ram Jack’ s patented
threaded connection
reduces time during
installation
and
strengthens lateral
support.
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COMMERCIAL BRACKET
The bracket installs with
speed and efﬁciency and
transfers foundation loads
to the pier column in axial
orientation for maximum
dependability.

PORCH BRACKET
The porch bracket has a
variety of applications for
light structures.

SLAB SUPPORT
After
installing
helical
anchors through the ﬂoor
slab, the ﬂoor is raised
mechanically and supported
on ﬁrm strata.

WALL TIE/BACK
Clean, easy installation.
Commonly used in repair
of retaining walls and basement walls.
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RAM JACK HELICAL ADVANTAGES
/ Clean installation with no spoils

01 / HELICAL DRIVER - Rotary torque motors advance helical piles to load bearing strata.

/ Can be loaded immediately after installation

02 / STEEL HELICAL SHAFT -The Ram Jack® Steel Helical Shaft has been tested and speciﬁcally selected for its unusually high
quality to resist bending and buckling. Tensile tests average 150,000lbs.
03 / HELIX DISC - The helix disc is fabricated from high tensile steel. It cuts through soil layers without augering or
disturbing the soil strength.
04 / TWIST TIP - Fabricated from the same high strength steel as the helix disc, the twist tip helps penetrate through dense
or rocky soil layers.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Helical anchors installed prior to
construction to prevent downward
settlement before it starts. By monitoring
hydraulic pressures, anchors are load
tested as they are installed.

/ No weather delays / No vibration / Low noise

RAM JACK PATENTS
#4695203, #7024827,
#7073296, #6514012

/ Piles are tested for capacity as it‘s installed by monitoring torque values
/ A warranty you can count on

RAM JACK® HAS UNIQUE FEATURES FOR INSTALLING
HELICAL PILES FOR RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
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HISTORY OF RAM JACK®
The history of the Gregory legacy begins with Bill Gregory. In 1968, Bill started a small pest control company in
Ada, Ok, Gregory Pest Control. His son, Steven D. Gregory, took control of the family business in the ‘70s and later
changed the name to Gregory Enterprises, Inc. Steve incorporated foundation repair into the pest control business
with the major revenue stream coming from repairing settling foundations. The innovative Ram Jack System was later
developed due to unreliable methods of foundation repair at the time. “We committed resources to the development
of a viable system for stabilizing foundations and, as a result, the ﬁrst Ram Jack steel pile was born”. The ﬁrst of many
patents ﬁled began in 1985.
The carefully designed Ram Jack System offers a strong, reliable method for supporting residential and commercial
foundations using unique brackets for driving piles and related foundation support products, manufactured from the
ﬁnest grade American made steel.
The success of Ram Jack stems from a commitment to providing:
• A “quality ﬁrst” system for repairing foundations
• Customer satisfaction
Engineers around the world have found Ram Jack’s methods and engineering offer versatility and reliability. Ram
Jack has a staff of engineers who are dedicated to answer questions and provide assistance in solving foundation
issues. Additionally, Ram Jack continues to innovate and has played an integral part in the construction of the largest
solar ﬁeld ever constructed. Ram Jack continues to offer strong reliable foundation solutions for projects relating to
alternative energy.
Ram Jack products are developed, manufactured, and distributed from the Ram Jack Manufacturing/Distributing
facilities also located in Ada, Oklahoma. Strict quality control standards, exact speciﬁcations, and unwavering
installation guidelines ensure that the Ram Jack System and products have virtually no failure when properly installed.
In 1999, Ram Jack started building a network of highly competent dealers to offer the Ram Jack System through
its afﬁliate, Ram Jack Systems Distribution. Today, there are over 50 dealers and franchisees nationwide as well as
internationally who meet the needs of consumers, in both residential and commercial applications. From your house
to the largest solar ﬁeld in the world, Ram Jack’s commitment to “quality ﬁrst” and customer satisfaction will keep
Ram Jack at the forefront of the foundation repair industry.

After careful analysis, your local RAM JACK® Dealer/Franchise will
recommend the best method of repair for your home or business.
Ask your local RAM JACK® Dealer/Franchise about other
services available.
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The [ ﬁrst ] to complete and
receive an evaluation service
report per AC358.
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